
FAQs for the Klift-It.

Raise your game

K-it.When you spray it, always

What if the O rings are not all the way in the sprinkler?

- When you open the package make sure to run your fingers around the rim of the coupler where the O rings are            
   inserted and make sure they have stayed from shipping.

Can I remove the nipple washer on the bottom of the riser?

- The nipple washer acts as a check valve.
- The check valve nipple washer is removable, just pull it out from the bottom.

What happens if some of What happens if some of your teeth are missing on the riser part of the Klift-It product?

- KJKE has over built the Klift-It to enusre its functionality.
- Fine teeth can be or be broken off in multiple places without affecting Klift-It in a negative fashion.

How does the Klift-It line up in the canister?

- You must have the long groove lined up or the head will not function properly.
- Simply line up the long groove with the ridge in the canister.

If the riser and sprinkler won̓t slide in the canister easily, you̓re not lined up correctly.

- Do not - Do not force the riser into the canister as the riser will stick and the rotor will not function properly.

How to put the coupler on the canister.
- Thread the coupler to the upper portion of your sprinkler.
- Line the thread up and turn the coupler a ¼ - ½ turn counter clockwise to align the threads.
- You will fill it drop or make a slight click sound as it lines up.
- Once you hear the slot line up then tighten the coupler clockwise until it is snug. It will feel tight and should be tight.

What is the difWhat is the difference between Rain Bird 5000 and 42sa and will Klift-It work with the 
42SA?

- Yes, Klift-it for RainBird 5000 series will work with the 42SA.
- The 5000 series (5004 = 4") is the exact same thing as the 42SA, without the fancy label.

Do NOT over tighten as you can push the seals into the sprinkler.

Relax. Before you panic, we are here to help!
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